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Twitter sizing cheat sheet

The size of social media images seems to change continuously. One moment you have the perfect protection page for your account. Next, it has resumed, and looks all pixels and wrong. It doesn't help that information about official dimensions and image sizes is harder to find than civil discussions about politics on
Facebook. But not if you consult our guide for the size of social media images first! Here's the dimensions of the latest social media images, as of 2020. Social media image size in 2020 Instagram image size image size Twitter image size Facebook image size LinkedIn image size Tumblr image size Snapchat image size
youTube image size image size TikTok Image Size Bonus: Get a scammer sheet the size of the ever-latest social media image size. Free resources include recommended photo dimensions for each type of image on each major network. Instagram image size now supports cumroque and vertical-oriented images
alongside the square images they use to prioritize. This increases your preferences, but also makes the dimensions of the images a little complicated to get right. Follow these guidelines to make sure your images are finally looking for the best. Instagram profile photo size: 110 x 110 pixels of Instagram profile photos
should be 110 x 110 pixels at least. They are stored at 320 x 320 pixels so be sure to upload images at least that large, to future evidence. Also, they are displayed as circles. So make sure that any elements you want to focus on in a central photo aren't clocked. Instagram feed photo size: Landscape: 1080 x 566 pixel
Portrait: 1080 x 1350 Square pixels: 1080 x 1080 Supported pixels aspect ratio: Anywhere between 1.91:1 and 4:5 Recommended image sizes: Width 1080 pixels, anywhere between 1.91:1 and 4:5 Recommended image sizes: Width 1080 pixel height between 566 and 1350 pixels (depending on either landscape or
portrait image) Tips : If you want your images to look best on Instagram, aim to upload images of 1080 pixels wide. Larger images will be sized to 1080 pixels, and images of less than 320 pixels will be sized up to 320 pixels wide. If your images are between 320 and 1080 pixels wide, Instagram will keep the photo at its
original resolution, as long as the photo aspect ratio is between 1.91:1 and 4:5 (height between 566 and 1350 pixels with a width of 1080 pixels). If your photo aspect ratio isn't supported, it'll be cropped to meet supported ratios. Instagram thumbnail size: Display size: 161 x 161 pixels The size of the upload is
recommended: 1080 pixels of wide tips: For best images: Instagram keeps this version of the thumbnails that are fellow 1080 x 1080. For future proof of your Instagram, upload images that are each other possible. Instagram story image size: x 1920 pixel (recommended) Tips: This image relies heavily on devices
displayed by stories (each story is tailored to the resolution resolution so it's hard to suggest the exact image size. For best results, upload an image of 1080 x 1920. Instagram ad size: Landscape: 1080 x 566 Square pixels: 1080 x 1080 minimal width pixels: 320 maximum width pixels: 1080 pixels Supported aspect
ratio: Anywhere between 1.91:1 and 4:5 Instagram story ads Size: 1080 x 1920 pixels (recommended) Tip: Because the exact story dimensions rely heavily on the devices they display, Instagram recommends leaving about 14% (250 pixels) of top and bottom of images that are free of text and logos to prevent them from
being protected. Also remember that images ranging from more than 20% of text may experience reduced transmissions, since instagram rules around text in images. Twitter image size Tweets that include images consistently get more clickthroughs, preferring, and more retweets than non-image tweets. So it pays to get
the image right on Twitter. If you are unsure of which dimensions of which image to use, stick to the recommended sizes below: Twitter profile photo size: Recommended image size: 400 by 400 pixels Minimum image size: 200 by 200 Twitter pixels header image size: 1500 x 500 pixels (recommended) Tips: Twitter will
receive a small image of 1024 x 280, but it is better to use the maximum available size. Image size in Twitter streams: 1024 x 512 pixels (recommended) Minimum size: 440 x 220 pixels Recommended aspect ratio: 16:9 Supported format: . Gif. Jpg. Maximum PNG file size: 3 MB for photos, 5 MB for Twitter animated gif
size summary card image: Size: 280 x 150 supported format pixels: GIFs, JPG, PNG Maximum file size: 1MB Twitter ad image size: Website card image: 800 x 418 pixels for an aspect ratio of 1.91:1, 800 x 800 for 1:1 aspect ratio of App card Images: 800 x 800 pixels (max 3mb) for 1:1 aspect ratio : 800 x 800 pixels
(max 3mb) for 1:1 aspect of card image ratio: 800 x 800 pixels (max 3mb) for 1:1 aspect of card image ratio: 800 x 800 pixels (max 3mb) for 1:1 aspect of card image ratio: 800 x 800 pixels (max 3mb) for 1:1 aspect of the image ratio of cards: 800 x 800 pixels (max 3mb) for 1:1 aspect of the image ratio of cards: 800 x
800 pixels (max 3mb) for 1:1 aspect of the image ratio of cards: 800 x 800 pixels (max 3mb) for 1:1 aspect of the image ratio of cards: 800 x 800 pixels (max 3mb) for 1:1 aspect of the image ratio of cards: 800 x 800 pixels 800 x 800 pixels (max 3mb) for 1:1 aspect of card image ratio: 800 x 800 pixels (max 3mb) for 1:1
aspect of card image ratio: 800 x 800 pixels (max 3mb) for 1:1 aspect of card image ratio ratio: 800 x 800 pixels (max 3mb) for 1:1 aspect of card image ratio ratio: 800 x 800 pixels (max 3mb) for 1:1 aspect of card image ratio ratio: 800 x 800 pixels (max 3mb) for 1:1 aspect of card image ratio ratio: 800 x 800 pixels (max
3mb) for 1:1 aspect of card image ratio: 800 x 800 pixels (max 3mb) for 1:1 aspect of card image ratio: 800 x 800 pix : 800 x 800 x 418 pixels (max 3mb) for 1.91:1 aspect ratio of Single Tweet and various images: Minimum 600 x 335 pixels, Use larger images for best results Direct Messaging Cards: The minimum width
of 800 pixels of Facebook image size updates its image design and dimensions always, so the best strategy to use on the platform is for future evidence. Always upload high-quality images as you can, and stick to Facebook's recommended file formats for the best results. Facebook profile photo size: 170 x 170 pixels (on
most computers) Your profile picture will be displayed 170 x 170 pixels on the desktop, and 128 x 128 pixels on smartphones. Facebook cover photo size: 720 x 315 pixels (recommended) Displaying desktop size: 820 x 312 pixels Display smartphone size: 640 x 360 minimal size pixels: 400 x 150 pixel tips To avoid any
compression or distraction, upload . JPG or . PNG files (experiments to see which works well) less than 100 KB, and don't drag on to rearrange as soon as you upload your cover photos. Source: More tips on creating face photos covers great Facebook. Facebook timeline photo size: Facebook: Size: 1200 x 630 pixel
Minimum size: 600 x 315 pixels of Facebook events covering photo size: 1920 x 1080 pixels (ratio of 16:9) Image tips narrower than 1920 pixels will be enlarged to fit, a wider image of 1920 pixels will be cropped on both sides. Images higher than 1080 pixels will be cumps from above and below. Bonus: Get a sheet
cheating the size of social media that is always returned. Free resources include recommended photo dimensions for each type of image on each major network. Get a free cheat sheet now! Facebook panoramic or photo size 360: Minimum image size: Facebook says that it should be 30,000 pixels in any dimension, and
less than 135,000,000 pixels in total size. Aspect ratio: 2:1 Facebook tips recognize and process these images automatically based on camera-specific metadata available in photos taken using 360 ready-made devices. Facebook ad size: Facebook timeline ad size: at least 1200 x 628 pixel Aspects ratio: 9:16 to 16:9
Facebook tips recommend you upload the highest resolution images available in either. JPG or . PNG format, cropped to supported aspect ratio. Also remember that images ranging from more than 20 percent of text may experience reduced transmissions, such as in Facebook text in image rules. Facebook's right
column ad size: at least 1200 x 628 pixels, 9:16 to 16:9 ratio of the same rule aspect as the timeline image (highest resolution upload possible, save text to a minimum). Remember that right column ads are desktop formats only Facebook's instant article ad size: at least 1,200 x 628 pixels, 9:16 to 16:9 aspect ratio of
Facebook Marketplace ad size: at least 1,200 x 628 pixels, 9:16 to 16:9 aspect ratio of Facebook ad size: Image size: 254 x 133 pixel Image ratio: 16:9 to 1:1 Facebook story: 1080 x 1920 pixels (but save your text in 1080 x 1420) Carousel photos : At least 1080 x 1080 pixel Image size LinkedIn compares your LinkedIn
updates—either through your personal profile, or through a company page—has been shown consistently to increase comments and sharing on the platform. Stick to the recommended sizes below for the best results, and always make sure you see your profile and content on multiple devices before finalising. LinkedIn
profile photo size: 400 x 400 pixels or larger (recommended) LinkedIn tips can accommodate large profile photo files (anything up to 8MB) so upload as small as you can for future proof. LinkedIn profile cover image size: 1584 x 396 pixels (recommended) Photo Face tips cped differently on mobile and desktop—make
sure you see your profile both display types before finalize. Company Page size LinkedIn: Close photo size: 1536 x 768 pixel Company logo size: 300 x 300 pixel Overview image size tab: 360 x 120 pixel Picture image size: 1192 x 220 pixel image size hero tab Image size: 502 x 282 pixel Life tab company image size



photo: 900 x 600 pixel Logo Square: 60 x 60 pixel Tips When posting image updates to your company page, be sure to use. PNG or . JPG images and aspect ratio of 1.91:1 (1200 x 627 pixel images are ideal). Linkedin blog post image size link: 1200 x 628 pixels (recommended) Linkedin custom image size to share links
in updates: 1200 x 627 pixels (recommended) When pasting the URL into an update, the automatically generated thumbnail may appear in a preview if one is available, along with articles or websites. But, you can customize it by clicking the Image icon under the text box and selecting an image from your computer.
Images should use a ratio of 1.91:1 (1200 x 627 px) At least more than 200px width If the width of the image is less than 200px, it will appear as a thumbnail on the left-hand side of the Linkedin post ad size: Company logo size for ads: 100 x 100 pixel Spotlight ad logo size: 100 x 100 x 100 pixels Custom background
image of Spotlight ads: 300 x 250 pixels Images sponsored content: 1200 x 627 pixels (1.91:1 aspect of the ratio) Pinterest image size Pinterest profile photo size: 165 x 165 pixels (recommended) Your profile Image tips will be scaled to 32 x 32 pixels elsewhere, So make sure you preview the desktop and mobile phone
before finalising. Pinterest image size: between 600 and 735 pixels wide, aspect ratio of 2:3 (recommended) Tips Remember that in previews and on boards, pins are 236 pixels wide and cropped vertically (make sure nothing matters cropped when uploading very long/high pins). Promoted pins, one-pipe promotional
pins, promoted application pin size: Recommended size: 1000 x 1500 (aspect ratio of 2:3) Minimum width: 600 pixels Minimum Height: 900 pixels Maximum height: 2100 pixels Recommended format: . Gif. JPG or . PNG Thumbnail Size: 69 x 69 pixels for thumbnails, 216 x 146 pixels for large thumbnails\Video aspect
ratio is promoted minimum: Shorter than 1:2, higher than 1.91:1 Recommended aspect ratio: 1:1 for square videos, and 2:3 or 9:16 for vertical videos. Maximum file size: 2GB file type: .mp4, .mov, and .m4v Image size Tumblr image size breast size Tumblr: Recommended size: 128 x 128 pixel Minimum size: 64 x 64
pixel Dashboard image display: Minimum size: 500 x 750 pixels Maximum size: 1280 x 1920 pixels Tumblr photo set: One image: each photo 500 pixels wide Two images: each photo 245 pixels wide Three images: each photo 160 pixels of wide Tumblr images in a shared link or text post: The thumbnail image in the link
will be displayed at 130 x 130 pixels. The image in the text broadcast view on the width of 125 pixels, but grows when clicked. Tumblr audio post image size: x 169 pixel Tumblr image size advertisement: 1280 x 1920 pixels (recommended) Snapchat image size ad image size: 1080 x 1920 pixels (recommended) Image
size Snapchat Geofilter: 1080 x 1920 pixels (recommended) Image size Snapchat Geofilter: 1080 x 1920 pixels (recommended) Geofilter Snapchat image size: 1080 x 1920 pixels (recommended) Geofilter Snapchat image size: 1080 x 1920 pixels (recommended) Geofilter Snapchat image size : 1080 x 1920 pixels
(recommended) Snapchat Geofilter image size: 1080 x 1920 pixels (recommended) Geofilter Snapchat image size: 1080 x 1920 pixels (recommended) Snapchat Geofilter image size: 1080 x 1920 pixels (recommended) Snapchat Geofilter image size: 1080 x x Source: How to Create a YouTube Image Custom Snapchat
Filter file YouTube profile photo: 800 x 800 pixels (recommended) YouTube tips allow you to choose different boundaries for your profile photo. However, the size is always the same. Keep your photo focused for the best results. YouTube channel covers photo size: 2560 x 1440 pixels Minimum area for text and logo
without cut: 1546 x 423 Minimal Dimensional pixels for upload: 2048 x 1152 pixel Maximum file size: 6MB Source: How to make the best YouTube channel art (plus 5 free templates). YouTube video size: 1280 x 720 pixels (HD) YouTube tips require videos to be 1280 x 720 pixels to meet HD standards. This is highly
recommended to have good image quality on your videos and also attract viewers. Image size Tik Tok profile size Tik Tok: 100 x 100 pixel tips while 100 x 100 is the minimum image size, we recommend you hit at least 200 x 200 for the best quality. Tok Tik video size: 1080 x 1920 Ideal aspect ratio tips for Tok Tik
videos are 1:1 or 4:5 More advice on social media images Beyond size, here are some other important things to know about creating images for social media: Bonus: Get a constantly up-to-date social media image sheet. Free resources include recommended photo dimensions for each type of image on each major
network. Don't feel like memorising all this information? Easily resize your social media images for publication through the Hootsuite Composite, which includes the latest image dimensions for each social network. Start
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